Chiral quantum optics using a topological resonator
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Topological photonic structures exhibit chiral edge states that are robust to disorder and sharp bends.12 When coupled to quantum emitters, these edge states generate directional light emission that enables unprecedented control of interactions between light and matter in a nanophotonic device. While directional light emission in one-dimensional topological, as well as conventional, waveguides has been previously demonstrated, the extension of these concepts to resonator structures that enhance light-matter coupling remains challenging.13 Here we demonstrate chiral light-matter interactions in a topological resonator. We employ valley-Hall topological edge states to realize a helical resonator at the interface of two topologically distinct regions. Such a helical resonator has two counter-propagating modes with opposite polarizations. We show chiral coupling of the resonator to a quantum emitter resulting in a Purcell enhancement of 3.4 due to resonant coupling. Such chiral resonators could enable designing complex nanophotonic circuits for quantum information processing, and studying novel quantum many-body dynamics.

Chiral light-matter interactions can control the directionality of spontaneous emission and modify photon-mediated interaction.3 These capabilities in-turn enable engineering of novel quantum states such as entangled spin states4 and photonic clusters states5. Chiral interactions have been achieved previously using optical fibers6 and millimeter-scale bottle resonators7,10. Such chiral light-matter interaction can also have phononic origins11,12. Nanophotonics provides a platform to engineer chiral light-matter coupling in a compact and scalable chip-integrated device. Coupling between chiral nanophotonic devices and quantum emitters have been demonstrated using nanobeam waveguides13 and photonic crystal waveguides14. However, extensions of these ideas to realize chiral nanophotonic resonators that create strong chiral-light-matter interaction have remained elusive.

Recently, topology has emerged as a new paradigm to design chiral photonic structures2. In particular, an interface between two topologically distinct regions hosts edge states exhibit chiral/helical propagation of light where the photons momentum gets locked to a pseudospin degree of freedom, such as polarization. These edge states have the additional benefit that they are robust to deformations and disorders. Specifically, they also allow propagation of light around sharp bends and defects without scattering15,16, which is essential to engineer compact resonators that exhibit chirality17,18.

Here, we demonstrate a topological resonator that exhibits strong light-matter interaction. We realize this resonator by creating an interface between two valley-Hall topological photonic crystals. By coupling a quantum emitter to the resonator, we show chiral emission, where the direction of the emission depends on the polarization of the emitted light. We probe this polarization-momentum locking by coupling the resonators to a topological waveguide which preserves the chirality of the optical mode. Furthermore, we demonstrate Purcell enhancement of the emission, by tuning the quantum emitter into resonance with the topological resonator.

Our chiral resonator is based on a valley-Hall topological photonic crystal19,20, composed of a honeycomb lattice of triangular holes with a lattice constant of a, as shown in Fig.1. The two triangular holes in each rhombic unit cell (shown in red), have different sizes (1.3a/2√3 and 0.7a/√3), which leads to the opening of topological bandgaps, at the K and K’ points. Because of the time-reversal symmetry, the Berry curvature integrated over the entire Brillouin zone is zero. However, the Berry curvature at K and K’ valleys have opposite signs. Interchanging the two triangular holes in the unit cell (green and violet regions) flips the sign of the Berry curvature at each valley. Therefore, by interfacing these two topologically distinct regions, we form a pair of counter-propagating edge states with opposite helicity at the boundary between the two topologically distinct regions (shown as an orange band in Fig.1c). The edge states are transverse electric (TE) modes composed of an in-plane electric field.

The topological edge states are robust against sharp bends of 60 and 120 degrees, which preserve the symmetry of the structure. This robustness enables them to form a resonator using a super-triangle (Fig. 1d), where the inside/outside of the super-triangle corresponds to two topologically distinct regions. Analogous to the one-dimensional edge states, this confined resonator structure hosts two counter-propagating modes with opposite helicity. The 3D Finite-difference Time-domain (FDTD) simulation for a resonator of length 13µm (50-unit cells) shows multiple longitudinal modes, separated by a free-spectral range (FSR) of 15nm (Fig.1e). The calculated electric field profile of the resonator modes exhibits strong transverse confinement at the topological interface and extend over the super-triangle (Fig. 1f). Moreover, we do not observe any scattering at the three sharp bends.
corners of the resonator, indicating topological robustness. By contrast, the modes outside of the topological bandgap reside in the bulk and are not extended along the resonator perimeter (see Fig. 1g). Since these modes are not protected, their frequency and their field profile are susceptible to the disorder.

We fabricated a resonator structure on a GaAs slab of thickness 160nm with an embedded layer of InAs quantum dots as quantum emitters. We patterned the structure using electron beam lithography followed by inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching (see methods). We chose the lattice spacing of $a = 265$nm, such that the topological band gap coincides with the emission spectra of quantum dots. All measurements were performed in a closed-cycle Helium cryostat, operating at 3K temperature.

To show the modes of the topological resonator, we excite the quantum dots at the tip of the resonator (shown in Fig. 2a) using a high-numerical aperture objective and a continuous wave laser at 780nm. We use a high pump power of 100$\mu$W such that the quantum dots saturate and broaden to form a continuous internal white light source that probes the spectrum of the resonator. We collect the photoluminescence spectra from different points along the perimeter of the resonator (Fig. 2 b-d). We observe three peaks (within shaded grey regions) within the expected topological band which do not change when we move our collection point along the length of the resonator, indicating that these are the extended longitudinal modes of the topological resonator. Moreover, their free spectral range ($\approx 13$nm) matches closely with the simulation. The other peaks in the PL spectra change with the collection point, and therefore, correspond to the bulk modes of the photonic crystal structure.

To probe the chiral coupling of an emitter to a topological resonator mode, we coupled the resonator to a helical topological waveguide, which is similarly designed (Fig. 3a). In this experiment, we excited the quantum dots at the point A on the resonator and collected the emission from the ends of the waveguide through the grating couplers. In order to analyze the chirality of the resonator mode, we numerically calculate the Poynting vector for the coupled resonator-waveguide device. Figure 3b shows the Poynting vector when the system is excited with a right circularly polarized dipole ($\sigma_+$. We observe that the electric field travels clockwise around the super-triangle, and then again chirally couples to the right of the waveguide. Due to time reversal symmetry, when the system is excited with a left circularly polarized dipole, we see the electric field travels anti-clockwise along the
FIG. 2. Topological waveguide-resonator system: (a) Schematic showing the excitation and collection points on a topological resonator device. Numbered marks show the position of collection spots. (b,c,d) The experimentally measured spectrum of a topological resonator from three different collection points along the length of the resonator. The peaks inside the grey regions correspond to the resonator modes.

super-triangle, before exiting to the left of the waveguide (Fig. 3c). Note that the clockwise/anti-clockwise mode of the resonator couples to the right/left-going waveguide mode, respectively. This is due to the fact that the region below the waveguide has the same topology as the inside of the super-triangle, and therefore, the helicity is preserved at the boundaries.

To experimentally distinguish the chirality of the emitter-resonator-waveguide coupling, we perform a photoluminescence measurement on device shown in Fig. 3a. Specifically, we use two degenerate dipole transitions of the QD which are selectively coupled to the two helical edge states in the topological resonator. We apply a magnetic field on QDs, in a Faraday configuration, such that the Zeeman shift lifts the degeneracy of the two transitions. This allows us to spectrally resolve the chiral nature of the light-matter interaction. Note that the helical nature of the resonator and the waveguide remains intact under such a magnetic field. We excite the sample at point A with a continuous wave 780nm wavelength laser at power 7μW, such that individual QDs can be spectrally resolved. When the single is collected at the point A (Fig. 3d), we observe both branches of the Zeeman split QD spectrum, corresponding to two oppositely-circular polarization. However, when we collect the signal from either of the grating couplers (Fig. 3(e)-(f)), we observe a single branch, as a signature of chiral coupling. We calculate near 89% directionality between the two gratings in this measurement.

In order to demonstrate that the quantum dots are coupled to the resonator, we measure their intensity as a function of cavity detuning. By scanning the magnetic field, one Zeeman branch of the QD spectrum can be tuned into the resonance of the topological resonator. Figure 4a shows the spectrum at two different excitation power. At high excitation power (100μW), the saturated QDs emission reveals the cavity mode, as shown by the green curve. By decreasing the excitation power to 20μW, the spectrum shows multiple individual quantum dot lines near the cavity resonance. Fig. 4b shows the measured spectra as a function of the magnetic field. As the magnetic field increases the quantum dots Zeeman split, and either the lower or upper branch crosses the cavity mode (depending on the initial detuning). The emission from the quantum dots is enhanced as they tune onto resonance with the cavity mode.

We focus on one particular dot labeled “QD” in Fig. 4a. This dot becomes resonant with the cavity at a magnetic field of 2.7 Tesla. To quantify the degree of enhancement, we fit the quantum dot to a Lorentzian function at each magnetic field and plotted its intensity as a function of detuning from the cavity (Fig. 4c). At zero detuning from the resonator line, we see a nearly three-fold increment in the count rates. From this emission enhancement, we estimate a Purcell factor of 3.4.

In conclusion, we demonstrated a topologically robust and chiral interface between a photonic resonator and a quantum emitter. This platform could provide a robust and scalable pathway to engineer chiral light-matter interaction between multiple emitters coupled to a single resonator. Such resonators could enable the generation of entangled states of photons, mediated by chiral coupling of photons to quantum emitters, such as superradiant and cluster states. On the other hand, one could conceive generating entangled states of several solid-state spins, mediated by the helical-circulating photonic modes. In contrast to conventional waveguides, the mediated interaction strength between spins does not depend on the distance, since the emitters cannot form a mirror in a chiral interface. Ultimately, chiral and topological interfaces provide a new approach to study QED in a new regime.
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FIG. 3. Chiral waveguide-resonator-emitter coupling: (a) SEM image of the topological resonator coupled with a topological waveguide, terminated by two grating couplers (pink shaded half-circles). The yellow line indicates the interface between two topological regions, highlighted in green and violet. Point A indicates the point of excitation. (b,c) Simulated Poynting vector profile along the perimeter of the resonator-waveguide system, when the system is excited with a right circularly-polarized dipole and left circularly-polarized dipole respectively. (d,e,f) The measured PL signal, as a function of the magnetic field strength, collected from point A. Left grating, Right grating, respectively.

FIG. 4. Purcell enhancement of a quantum emitter coupled to a topological resonator: (a) The measured PL, at zero magnetic field, exhibiting the QD and the resonator mode at high and low excitation power. (b) Enhancement of emitters PL, when the QD is tuned to the topological resonator, by scanning the magnetic field. (c) The intensity of the QDs emission, as a function of detuning from the resonator mode.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

I. SAMPLE FABRICATION

The initial wafer is composed of 160 nm GaAs membrane with quantum dots grown at the center of the growth axis. 1 µm sacrificial layer of Al$_{0.8}$Ga$_{0.2}$As beneath the active layer is used to undercut and to create suspended structures. The quantum dot density was 50 µm$^{-2}$, which is high enough to find emitters resonant with the cavity mode. Based on the given quantum dot density and inhomogeneous broadening, the photon emitted by one quantum dot to be scattered by a second is calculated to be extremely unlikely.

Samples are first spin-coated with ZEP-520A positive e-beam resist, followed by patterning using 100 keV high-resolution e-beam system. Exposed regions are developed by using ZED50 developer. After patterning, chlorine-based directional ICP etching is performed to transfer the patterns from ZEP520A hard mask to the GaAs layer. Lastly, selective wet etching using Hydrofluoric acid is performed to create a suspended structure with air on top and bottom.

Due to imperfections in e-beam exposure and directional dry etching, fabrication of small and sharp corners is challenging. The loss in the resolution is mitigated by using a modified layout design for triangles. We incorporate rectangular structures in the periphery in order to facilitate a homogeneous undercut of the sacrificial layer. Also, we fabricated an array of devices with different e-beam doses.

II. SETUP

For photoluminescence measurement, we mount the sample on the cold finger of a cryostat (Attocube-Attody system) which can be cooled down to a temperature 3K. The cold mount is surrounded by a superconducting magnet, which provided a variable magnetic field ranging from zero to 6 Tesla. In our setup, the sample is mounted in a Faraday configuration, i.e., the applied magnetic field is perpendicular to the sample plane.

We use a confocal microscope setup (Fig.S1) for both exciting QDs and also collecting the photoluminescence (PL) signal from them. We use a continuous-wave 780nm diode laser for excitation. In the experiment, the collimated laser beam is focused on the sample by an objective lens with NA=0.8. We also image the whole sample surface by shining a broadband light. This helps us to locate both the excitation and collection spots on the sample. The collected light is then focused on a single mode fiber (SMF) which acts as a spatial filter. For spectrally resolving individual QD lines, we pass this collected light through a spectrograph fitted with grating. In our case the spectral resolution is 0.02nm. This resolved light is then focused onto a nitrogen-cooled charge-coupled device (CCD) camera array capable of imaging at the single-photon level.

As mentioned in the main text, we used different measurement schemes for obtaining results depicted in different figures in the main text. We performed these measurements on different types of devices with different does array. Data presented in Fig.2, 3, 4 has been taken from sample # D240_m3s2b2, # D240_m3s2b1d3_22, # D240_m3s2b1_21 respectively.

III. RESONATOR DESIGNS WITH VALLEY-HALL PHYSICS

Apart from a triangular geometry, one can also fabricate other types of resonator designs with the valley-hall topological photonic crystal. Since these valley edge modes are immune to 60° and 120°, one can think of other resonator designs such as hexagon, rhombus, 3-side equal trapezoid, or more complicated designs, such as a hexagram.

Here we analyze a hexagonal resonator. As in the case of the triangular resonator in the main text, here the inside region of the hexagon is topologically distinct from the outside zone. Fig. S2(b) shows the simulated modes in such a system. Color shaded regions correspond to different regimes on the band structure. Specifically, the orange shade represents the bulk modes in the system which are susceptible to disorder thus can provide random localized modes. And the blue band corresponds to edge band of the band structure. Thus these modes show strong confinement along the perimeter of the resonator (Fig. S2(c)).

IV. THE QUALITY FACTOR OF RESONATOR IN HYBRID STRUCTURES

We simulated the coupled waveguide-resonator system for different system parameters. In particular, we look at...
FIG. 6. Figure S2: (a) Possible resonator shapes using valley-Hall edge states (b) Simulated longitudinal modes of a hexagonal resonator showing both bulk modes and resonating modes. (c) The in-plane electric field distribution for one of the resonator modes.

FIG. 7. Figure S3: (a) Schematic of the simulation setup. Red super triangle indicates the resonator perimeter. The double arrowed red line indicates the position of the waveguide. (b) The quality factor (Q) versus distance (δ), showing saturation of Q at high values of δ.

V. THE POLARIZATION PROFILE OF A TOPOLOGICAL RESONATOR

The electric field for the topological resonator mode is composed of two circularly-polarized components, where the high-field intensity points appear in different locations, as shown in Fig. S4. Although these waveguides exhibit polarization-momentum locking, these plots indicate that the polarization profile changes in the transverse direction. If an emitter is located at the peak of the behavior of resonator quality factor (Q) as we vary the amount of coupling between the waveguide and the resonator. Since we fix the perimeter of the resonator, the coupling strength only depends on the distance between the side of the resonator (facing the waveguide) and the topological waveguide. We define the parameter δ as the number of unit cells, characterizing this coupling distance (Fig. S3(a)). As shown in Fig. S3(b) the Q of the resonator attains a saturation after δ. In other words, at this parameter, the resonator is weakly coupled into the waveguide. Also depending on the different values of δ one can create resonators of different Q. In our experiment, we choose δ to be 6.

FIG. 8. Figure S4: Simulated left/right circular polarization components of the electric field. White dotted line marks the perimeter of the resonator.

right-circularly polarized light, and the QD is prepared to emit into right/left-circularly polarized light, then the emitted light travels in a clockwise/anti-clockwise fashion around the resonator.